
erherwith ever more frequencies and whilst

t*re population's health declines, the phar-

maceutical industry is making mega profits
qr this illness.

This scenario would rapidly change if the

lrcpulation would understand how the

bodv works. In an age where we think of

ourselves as educated and intellectually su-

perior to early mankind, who understood

their connection to Nature, we don't even

lnow of the importance of Schumann Res-

orurnce and most have never heard of it.
This very weak (in the pico Tesla range!)

natural electromagnetic signal is pulsing at

a main frequenry of 8Hz around our Planet

rtithin the earth/ionosphere cavity and acts

like a Tuning Fork for all Life. This fre-

quency is in direct relation to the alpha

*rtirm, the main brainwave frequency of

all vertebrates. For humans, the alpha

dlrthm represents a relaxed meditative

state. Coincidence? I don't think so! How do

rr-e feel out in Nature? Is it also coincidence

drat our hippocampus (the part of the brain

n-hich is responsible for consciousness,

dreaming, and short-term memory) vibrates

exactly at this frequency too? Imagine the

Hippocampus as the second tuning fork,

which harmonically resonates with Schu-

mann Resonance.

Think of Alzheimer's, a disease that now

has reached epidemic proportions since the

invention of microwave technology, a dis-

ease that causes plaques in the hippocam-

pus. The result: a tuning fork that no longer

'rfirates" and therefore no longer is in Har-

monic Resonance with the healing fre-

quency of Schumann Resonance. When our

bodv canno longer perceive Schumann Res-

orumc€ due to itbeing drowned outby man-

made radiation noise, our biological

oscillators (Zeitgebers) in the brain have lost

*Eir guiding signal. We lose our connection

b our home planet and thereby our health.

Our Pineal gland in the brain - which

produces the feel-good hormone serotonin

during daylight, particularly from sunlight,

and aids together with the pituitary gland

in *re production of the "onco-static" neuro-

hormone melatonin during darkness at

"i$rt - 
it extra sensitive to magnetic fields.

-{t night, surrounded by magnetic fields

irom microwave gadgets (mobile phones

and nearby transmitters, iPads, DECT

phones, baby monitors, Wi-Fi routers, and

smart meters!), melatonin production is

being throttled. With melatonin being a

major cancer-suppressing neuro-hormone

are we surprised that cancer, even child-

hood cancer, is increasing at an alarming

rate? Melatonin production naturally slows

down with age, but now even children are

being affected by the lack of it. Why is no

one asking the right questions when the

connection is so obvious? Melatonin r4eas-

urements before and after mobile-phone

transmitter installation in Germany clearly

showed a dip in melatonin production as an

after-effect. And of course there is the effect

on Nature, on trees, birds, insects, and bees.

For more information on these effects please

see the wildlife page on www.bemri.org.

But, back to Schumann Resonance and

what can be done to re-connect to this heal-

ing signal. I have designed a meditation

technique called "Earthbreathing" with the

aim of creating Harmonic Resonance with
Schumann Resonance by using breath,

movement, and imagery; and over the past

25 yearc,I have been able to prove with the

help of a Real Time Brainwave Rhythm

Analyser that Hemispheric Synchronisation

in the 8Hz band can be achieved. This fre-

quency is known to be a "window fre-

quency" into accelerated healing and

learning and brings us back into resonance

with Mother Earth. With my equipment

used to scan the body's electromagnetic

field, I have established that "Earthbreath-

ing" balances this field in minutes. It even

balances previously measured gross imbal-

ances and as I have done these measure-

ments also using other meditation

techniques, I have found "Earthbreathing"

to be the only technique known to me so far

that works in this way. See www.earth-

breathing.co.uk.

Unforfunately I have not yet found a way

to teach it other than in a one-to-one or

group setting as I cannot perform the scan

online or in any other remote way; but I am

planning to write a book about my research.

Earthbreathing can be performed anywhere

and it is not essential to touch the Earth as

long as one has achieved the connection

with Mother Earth "intemally." Intention is

the key here.

Apart from practising the Earthbreathing

self-healing meditation, it is essential to

detoxify the body from environmental tox-

ins as electro-sensitivity increases when the

body has been exposed to these toxins. Here

I would suggest clinoptiliolith and mont-

morrilonit zeolite as well as glycine. That

said, we need to do everything in our power

to alert individuals to the deadly effects of

microwave radiation while researching al-

ternatives that do not interfere with Nature.

When we have found the right light spec-

trum for LED lamps, we must give Visual

Light Communications (VLC) "Li-Fi" a

chance as a potentially healthier alternative.

Ahuge market has now opened up offer-

ing protection devices against microwave

radiation and, personally, having tried out a

number of them, I would urge caution. Most

of these gadgets have the effect of lulling
people into a false sense of security, which

makes them use their wireless devices even

more, much to the detriment of the environ-

ment and other people. " Any" increase in
the level of electro-smog will harm us all;

and wearing a personal protection device,

particularly when backed by pseudo-sci-

ence, will not solve the problem. It certainly

will not protect wildlife. Possible placebo ef-

fects might also mask health problems aris-

ing from exposure. I would urge anyone

who purchases these products to keep in
mind that they should also limit the use of

wireless devices at the same time as there is

nolOO% guarantee ofprotection. Q
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HE FACT THAT THE LIVING BODY

produces weak electromagnetic
fields that are measurable is no

longer confined to the field of Esoterica. We

know that the brain operates by producing
tiny electric currents, creating brainwave
patterns, which in turn govern all biologicat
processes throughout the body.

Kirlian Photography has made it possible
to see subtle bio-electric fields around
plants, animals, and people. Changes in this
field, which act like a blueprint of the phys-
ical body, create disease. In fact, changes in
the blueprint occur before they manifest in
the body as disease, which makes early in-
tervention and thereby prevention possible.

It is a shame that orthodox medicine
does not take this very obvious fact into ac-

count during medical training when the in-
dividual organs of a "dead' body are

studied. This is like trying to determine the
performance of a car, examining every part
carefully, without ever driving it after fill-
ing the petrol tank.

As the body is electromagnetic by nature,

it makes sense that it will be affected by out-
side magnetic fields, be they natural or man-

made. We know now that strong magnetic

fields aimed at the brain will produce erratic

speech patterns, twitches, and even halluci-
nations; in short, they will interrupt the nor-
mal functioning of the brain and its myriad
of finely tuned performances throughout
the body.

This total denial of the body's electro-

magnetic potential has led to the present

dilemma and could spell the end of the

Planet as we know it. Not just mankind, but
all of Nature is affected by being engulfed
in a thick soup of man-made electromag-
netic radiation. Microwaves pulsed at vari-
ous frequencies; some of these mimicking
frequencies used in natural biological
processes and thereby creating confusion
within the body, are filling our atmosphere

and drowning out the very subtle natural
frequencies our bodies and the whole of Na-
ture have evolved throughout Life on this
Planet. We are now seeing DNA changes

and new diseases, particularly those affect-

ing our immune system, and still we are not
acknowledging the writing on the wall. Be-

haviour disorders, cance(, and Alzheimer's
are on the dramatic increase; and, yet, the

question of electromagnetic interference is
not even on the table. We hear excuses that
radiation intensity is far too low to make an

impact thereby conveniently disregarding
the real "athermal" bioactive effect from
"coherent pulses" of low and extremely low
electromagnetic fields. It is those fields that
use the language of the body!

Our love of these wireless gadgets

knows no bounds and renders us blind to
the dangers. And it will get worse as we are

being duped into thinking that using these

gadgets is "smart." We are being prepared
for a "smart" planet where "everything
everywhere" is connected wirelessly, lead-
ing to total control of everything we feel,

think, and do. "Smart" meters and "smart"
phones are only the beginning and the
word "green" is connected with this word,
which makes a mockery of environmental
protection.

Whilst every government is struggling to
make ends meef the communication indus-
try thrives by offering new gadgets for
everyone from cradle to grave, filling the
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